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.ABSTRAC'1~ 

The Sand Tank fault NI0 km southwest of the p~oposed 

Supe~conducting Super Collider site in Maricopa County, south-

central Arizona, is characterized a -3.5 km-long northeast-

trending piedmont fauU: scarp wi th a maximum displacement of ~2 

m. It is the only recognized Quaternary fault within a broad 

region of the Sonoran Desert subprovince of the Basin and Range. 

Evidence obtained in this seismotectonic geomo~phic study 

suggests that the Sand Tank piedmont fault scarp was formed in a 

single late rnary (-8 - 20 ka) rupture event, which 

generated a -M 6.2 6.6 earthquake. 

Geomorphic surface-age criteria, including soil development 

and surface mo~phology, provide temporal constraints on the 

timing of faulting: the surface-rupture event occurred prior to 

soil formation on the oldest unfaulted surface (N8 ~ 12 ka), and 

no earlier than the initiation of soil development on a -70 - 200 

ka faulted surface. Interpretation of stratig~aphic 

relationships exposed in two trenches across the fault zone 

suggests that the timing of the single event which produced the 

scarp is more close constrained by the age of the -8 - 12 ka 

unfaulted surface. Morphologic ana is of the Sand Tank fault 

scarp, using the diffusion equationl ~einforces the evidence 

imp! ng a late Pleistocene-to-ea~ly Holocene (-8 20 ka) age 

for the fault scarp. Empirical relationships between surface 

rupture Ie h and displacement for historic Iti events 

p~ovide estimates of paleoear ke magnitude. Estimated moment 



magnitude (Mlt/) for the Sand Tank fault rupture event 

Mw 6.2 (for a minimum rupture length of 3.5 km) to Mw 6.6 (for a 

maximum rupture length of 30 km). 

The timing constraints determined here indicate a 

potential ru ure recurrence interval of -50,000 - 200,000 years 

local mountain-front and piedmont morphologies, as well as 

estimated recurrence intervals for other late ternary faults 

in this region, suggest that the recurrence interval for the Sand 

Tank fault is most likely on the order of 10 - 10· yea s. These 

very low rates of faulting recurrence strongly suggest that the 

likelihood for future surface rupture on the Sand Tank fault 

within the next several 1000 years is extremely low. 



I NTFWDUC'rI ON 

The Sand Tank fault in Maricopa Co 

izona (fig, 1), .1.:3 an enigmatic feature, 

, south~central 

ternary faulting 

is evidenced by a piedmont carp short in extent « 5 km Ie h) 

with ma imum displacement of ~2 m. The scarp trends north to 

northeast cross the piedmont at a distance of 3 - 5 km northwest 

of the topographic front of the Sand Tank Mountains. Exce for 

the presence of this fault carp, the hi ly , eroded 

font of the Sand Tank Mountains suggest a t ctonically inactive 

mountain-front fault zone. Indeed, the scarp is the only 

recognized evidence of ternary faulting within a broad region 

of the Sonoran Desert subprovince of the Basin and Range 

(Pearthree and others, 1983; fig. 2). Surface rupture during 

Eaulting ically accompanies moderate to large earthquakes. A 

fault scarp formed in ternary alluvium suggests that at least 

one significant large earthquake has originated on the fault 

zone during the geologically recent past. Evidence of st 

faulting and the ntial for future seismici on the Sand 'rank 

fault are important issues to address in regards to the proposed 

site of the Superconducting Super Collider (SSe) near the 

Haricopa Hountains, ppro:x:imately 10 km to the northeast (fig. 

1) " 

This seismotectonic geomorphic study inte s evidence 

from soil-stratigraphic records, local geomorphic surface 

r lationships, fault-scarp morphology aerial photo 



interpr tation and empirical seismicity--surface rupture 

relationships. The basic goals of these ana es are to evaluate 

1) the timing of most recent surface rupture, 2) the interval of 

time betwe n faulting events or the long-term rate of movement on 

the Eault, and 3) the maqnitude of eart ke associated with the 

most recent faulting event. The results are used to assess the 

potential seismic hazard to the proposed Maricopa Mountains site 

of the sse associated with the Sand Tank fault . 

An earlie r connaissance study (Pearthree and others, 1983) 

cites evidence for possible recurrent movement on this fault. 

However, the more detailed analys s of surface-faulting and 

fault-zone stratigraphic relationships of the present study 

strongly suggest that the entire ~ 2 m displacement on the Sand 

Tank fault occurred in E;:ingle late rnary (~8 ~ 20 ka) 

rupture event, generating a M 6.2 - 6.6 earthquake. The lack of 

definitive evidence for more than one episode of surface 

displacement suggests that the recurrence interval for faulting 

is extreme low (most likely on the order of 10~ years or more). 

The results f this study consistently indicate that the 

ntial seismic ha posed by the Sand Tank fault is very 

low. 

Quate nary faulting along the Sand Tank fault zone is 

evldEmced as curvll inear scarp, or t(~nted appr 0 imate ly 

per pend leular to d i nages It/h i h t uncates and 0 f fsets (down-to 



the~-west) an alluvial fan complex emanatin9 from the western side 

of the Sand Tank Mountains (figs. 3 and 4). The streams in the 

gently sloping piedmont area where the fault scarp occurs are not 

deep incised ( 5 m), and local fan surface characteristics 

suggest that neithe uplift of the surfaces nor lowering of local 

base level has proceeded at a rate sufficent to preserve alluvial 

fan remnants older than approx ima te ly late mid-'P Ie istocene « 

-200 ka) age at this locali 

The fan materials are dominantly vesicular basalt with 

subordinate amounts of metamorphic intrusive, and intermediat -

composition volcanic rocks, The deposits are primarily sand and 

gravels f but the common p:resence of large cobbles and small 

boulders on and below the fan surfaces indicate that the piedmont 

is occasional the site of high-competence stream-flow and (or) 

debris-flow events. 

'I'he study area lies vJithin an arid thermic climatic r gime. 

The town of Gila Bend (fig. 1) receives an average of 15.1 em of 

r:ain nnual and has a mean annual temperature of 22.5 c 

(Sellers and Hill, 1974). Most of the precipitation occurs 

during intense summer thunderstorm events. During global glacial 

periods, local climate was characterized by greater effective 

moisture compared to the modern interglacial climate. Annual 

p:n~cipitation during the late Pleistocene may have been only 

sli greater than at present, but most of the precipitation 

fe 11 dUl: ing the winter months, and average July r,3.tm:e rna 

have been as much as 100 cooler (Van Devender 1987). 



SURFACE AGES AND RELATIONSHIPS TO FAULTING 

Estimating the ages of faulted and unfaulted geomorphic 

surface::, is a vital step toward constrainin9 the timing of most 

ecent surface rupture of a fault. Additionally, the number of 

faulting events taken over the age of the oldest faulted surface 

provides an estimate of average rupture recurrence for the fault 

zone. Th(;; s ial relationships between geomorphic surfaces and 

faultlng on the Sand Tank piedmont, and the estimated surface 

ages are shown in figure 3. These surface ages suggest that 

rupture on the Sand Tank fault occurred between - B 12 ka 
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( est i rna ted age 0 f sur f: ace Q 2 ) n d ~ 7 0 _.' 2 0 0 k a (e s t i rna ted age 0 f 

surface Q1). 

Several indicators of relative surface age provide the means 

for assigning surface age estimates in this study. Soil 

development and fan-surface morphology are properties in which 

genetic sequences of change with time ve proven useful as 

indicators of r lative surface age. In each case the 

relationship between numerical ("absolute") surface age and the 

relative-age indicator must be calibrated with independently 

datable materials or deposits, Such development inde ~numerical 

surface age curves have been derived for other arid and semiarid 

regions of the desert Southwest (Gile and othe s, 1981; Bull, in 

press), and in the absence of local datable features, these 

studies provide bases for comparison and calibration of relative 

age indicators for the Sand Tank piedmont surfaces. 



Soil de lopment 

So i I fcn:ma't i on proceeds with time on geomorphic sur faces and 

i ther fore an important indicator of surface ages and fault 

history. The amount of soil development in each soil horizon 

relative to the soil rent material can be quantified from field 

descri ions using the Profile Development Index (PDI) of Harden 

(1 82). A local chronos quence of relative surface ages can be 

established from the resulting index values 

The PDI values of the Sand Tank soils were used to estimate 

ur factc"! ages comparing them to PDI values computed for two 

establ ished ar id chronosequences (table 1) .-- the Valley Border 

chronosequence near Las Cruces, New Mexico (Gile and others 1979; 

1981), and the chronosequence of surfaces and soils in the lower 

Colorado River valley of western Arizona (Bull, in press). The 

lower Colorado River and Las Cruces areas offer the best 

available comparisons for estimating soil and urface ages on the 

Sand Tank piedmont. The dominant soil forming processes 

(leaching c illuviation, and carbonate accumulation) are the 

same in all thre areas. The Sand Tank piedmont has a mean 

annual precipitation (MAP) comparable to that of Las Cruces, and 

a mean annual rature (MAT) more similar to that of Yuma. 

Soils were described beneath faulted and unfaulted 

geomorphic surface on the Sand Tank piedmont (fig. 3). 
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Schematic soil trati(;p:aphic columns for the soils ,'ire given in 

figure 5. Soil characteri tics described in the field for use in 

the por include color, texture, structure, wet and dry 

consi tence, nd carbonate morphology. The POI values shown in 

table 3 for the Sand Tank, Las Cruces, and Colorado River 

surface were calculated on the basis of increases in edness, 

texture, structure, and dry consistence from the soil parent 

material, and hence reflect mainly 

accumulation, 

ogenesis due to c 

Based on comparison to the two dated chronosequences, the 

POI value for the Sand Tank soils s st the following 

pproximate age assignments: - 70 200 ka for soils BTl and ST2 

(Ql; faulted surface); ~ 8 - 15 ka for ST3 (Q2; unfaulted 

surface) and - 4 - 8 ka for ST4 (Q3; unfaulted surface). 

Frhe carbonatE) morphologies of thf~ Sand Tank piedmont soils 

e ranked according to their similari to soils of the lower 

Colorado Rive chronosequence (table 4) in terms of the genetic 

s s of carbonate morphology of Gile and others (1966) and 

Machette (1985). 

The carbonate morphologies of the Sand Tank soils suggest 

tha t the unfaul ted sur faces Q2 and Q3 fa 11 approximate ly into th(:'?; 

4 - 8 (ST4) and the 8 - 12 (ST3) ka ranges, respectivel based 

on t i relatively weak to moderate mor logic S I 

carbonate hori ons. The two soils on faulted urface 01 xhibit 
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irr gularly distributed stage III carbonate horizons of total 

thicknes ElS bebveen ~ 40 to 60 em, and thus fall between the 12 -

70 and the 70 - 200 ka age ranges. 

Surface morphology 

Table 4 Iso lists qualitative and semi itative l3urface 

characteristics generalized from the lower Colorado River su face 

chronosequence (Bull, in press). These criteria, which include 

degree of pavement development, relative surface dissection, 

darkness of desert varnish, and weathering-rind thickness on 

pavement clasts, suggest ages comparable to those inferred from 

both the carbonate morphology and the Profile Development Index 

criteria. 

gstima.ted surface ages and constr ints on timing of rupture 

The formation of the fault scarp across the Sand Tank 

piedmont occurred between the initiation of surface stability 

(i.e., soil formation) on the faulted fan comple and the 

beginning of f:HJil formation in unfaulted deposib,. The solI 

development criteria nd surface morphologic characteri tics 

together sugge t that the f ulted surfaces are approximately 70 

200 ka in age, while the oldest unfaulted surface (Q2; soil ST3) 

i about 8 12 ka. 

'I'he surfacf::;~'age estimates provide minimum and maximum ages 

for surface rupture. The faulting occurred sometime befo e the 

inning of formation of the B 12 ka soil CST3) in unfaulted 



deposits. This is a minimum time constraint; some time elaps d 

between faulting nd the cessation of deposition of the younger 

depos.its below' th~~ fault zone, The estimated 70 - 200 k agf-3 or 

the faulted surface Ql serves as the upper limit to the age of 

rupture. However, the soil devel beneath the upper faulted 
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surface (soil BTl) and the buried paleosol (soil ST2), which 

occurs stratigraphically below fault colluvium at the base of the 

scarp, and for which development like ceased with burial, are 

simila This suggests that most of the soil profile development 

on the faulted surfaces occurred prior to faulting. In this 

case, the minimum age of faulting provided the 8 ~ 12 ka 

unfaulted surface (soil ST3) overlying the faulted paleosol (soil 

ST2) probably closely constrains the timing of faulting. 

STRATIGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION OF TRENCHES 

Two trenches, each approximate 30 m long and 2 m deep, 

r xcavated perpendicular to the Sand Tank fault scarp in 

orde to obtain more definitive information about the history of 

surface faulting (fig. 3). Both sites exhibit apparent back

tilting of the down-faulted surface near the base of the scarp, 

n attribute which tends to enhance accumulation and preservation 

of critical colluvial and eolian deposits (Wallace, 1977). 

'I'he strati exposed in the trenches was 1 using 

system of 1 m2 grid lines for r ferenc. The positions of key 



deposits, soil horizons, stratigraphic contacts, and 

discontinuities were recorded measuring from the grid lines. 

Figures 6 nd 7 show the stratigraphic interpretations of the 

north sides of the two tr nches (A and B, respective ). 

The exposures suggest that a single surface- upture event 

formed the scarp vertically displacing stratigr ic units 

max imum of about 1.7 m at the t the sca:t~p Ther fore, only one 

faulting event has occurred since deposition of the faulted fan 

complex, 70 - 200 ka. 

rrrenc:h A 

'rhe unit desl rrBtk in trench A (fig. 6) represents 

what we interpret to be the upper horizon of a downfaulted buried 

paleosol (soil ST2) that corresponds to the upper surface in the 

trench (soil STl). Although the correlative argillic horizon of 

the solI beneath the upper surface on the east end of the trench 

has apparently been obliterated bioturbation, the degree of 

calcic-horizon development of the buried paleosol and the upper 

surface are similar. The units overlying rrBtk are water~lain 

deposits of primari sand and gravel, with a elatively weakly 

develo soil (soil ST3) formed on the top of this younger 

sequence. The contact between rrBtk and the overlying sands and 

gravels is partially erosional with cut-and-fill features formed 

local above the paleosol. 

The upper faulted surface, exposed in the e stern portion of 
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the trench, is underlain by poorly sorted coarse gravels and sand 

with lens s of moderate well sorted finer gravels and sand. 

Small boulders ar common in the deposits and are scattered on 

the surface. Huch of the materi.al is Lrregula:r: cementEld 

calcium carbonate to depth of ~ 1 m. 

Between the upper and lower surfaces the stratigraphy 

becomes disturbed and some units appear to be laterally 

truncated. Dovm-to·~the·~west cUsplacement: along some zone 15 

indicated offset stratigra ic contacts (a, fig. 6) while 

other aubvertical dlar zones (b) may represent fau1 t'~related 

fissur fillings. The principal one of vertical displacement 

(a) is near the base of the scarp. Immediate adjacent to that, 

remnants of the paleosol are visible near the bottom of the 

t ench (c), at a somewhat lower position than the paleosol occurs 

only 7 m west of the fault zone. Directly above this lowest 

position of the paleosol are water~lain sand and (;p:avel beds (d) 

that dip at -22 towards the scarp, and are erosionally truncated 

long the top. These beds are in turn overlain by poorly sorted 

sand, large cobbles and fine matrix (e,f), and nearly 

horizontal bedded depos its of sand I grave 1 and finer mater i.al 

(g) near the surface. 

In trench A the faulted and buried soil and the overlying 

fluvial deposit provide excellent information regarding urf ce

f ulting age and off t. The original surface (corresponding to 
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the present upper surface and the downfaulted paleosol) was 

pparent faulted dur ing a ingle event. Tht", hanging wall "va:;) 

deformed near the fault zone uch that a small depression was 

created adj cent to the base of the scarp. With the initi 1 drop 

in local base level at the bas of the fault scarp, stream-flow 

deposition in the depression would like have been facilitated 

and p(;:rhaps commenced shortly after faulting. A channel just 

north of the trench ite has occasionally flowed across the lower 

surface, depositing linear bars of boulders nearly parallel to 

the tr nd of the scarp and a similar direction of flow probably 

e i ted with the initiation of post-faulting deposition. stream 

low along the base of the scarp evident first removed parts of 

the downfaulted B horizon (IIBtk) before deposition began to fill 

he local depression. The dipping, truncated Is may 

represent foreset bedding of clasts that were dropped from the 

main flo"" into the ession. A triangular zone of poor 

sorted cobbles nd fines (e) ovc~rlying the dipping gr,;:lVels may 

represent coarse colluvium derived from the relatively fresh, 

steep scarp. The main zone of colluvium (f) covers much of the 

lower slope of the scarp. Subsequent fluvial and eolian 

processe:3 depos i ted the rerna i n i ng upper, s ubhor i zonta I beds of 

sand and graVEd. Soil formation on the unfaulted materials was 

initiate,d It/hen the lower sm:face br::!came isolated from major 

deposition. 
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Trench 13 

The deposits under ing the o~iginal, faulted surface in 

trench B (fig. 7) are complex of coarse to fine (;Jrained ";Jate--

1 in and debris- low deposits similar to those exposed in the 

hrown portion of trench A. Post-faulting deposition here is 

evident limited to colluvium from the scarp nd eolian 

accumulation; the tr nch is devoid of unfaulted fluvial deposits 

lik those exposed in trench A. Soils devel on the upper and 

lower surfaces adjacent to the faulted zone are virtually 

identical. Stratigra ic relationships in trench B provide no 

reason to infer more than one faulting event. 

The upper contact between a poorly sorted, indurated unit 

desil;;!nated "OIl'" (fig. 7) and the overlying deposits was the 

primary marker horizon from which we infer the positions and 

amounts of faulting displacement at this site. Proj ction of 

the ambient gradient of unit OF (-1 0
) from one nd of the trench 

to the other yields a fault-related vertical offset of 

approximate ly 1. 5 ~ .1. 7 m. The maj or zone of displacement (a I 

fig. 7) occurs near the base of the present 

zones of possible displacement are not clear 

scarp; other 

defined, and may 

in places (b) represent primaril former fissures, with no 

significant displacement. Overl ng the faulted zone is 

nons tra.!: U: ied mass i ve zone of cobbles and f ine ~gra i ned co lll1Vi um 

and eolian material. Within this overlying material, no off~,ets 

or super imposed f ining~-upward sequences are evIdent that would 

trap cond episode of faulting. 



Implications of fault zone stratigra 

'I'he t ench exposures both reveal vistble displacement of: 

stratigraphic units across the fault zones of -1.5 -1.7 m. The 

13 

lack of definitive evidence for multiple rupture events suggests 

that this stratigraphic offset at the scarp resulted from one 

surface-rupture event. 

FAULT SCARP MORPHOLOGY 

Morphologic analysis of fault scarps along the Sand Tank 

fault serves as a second means of estimating the timing of most 

recent surface rupture. The rate of de tion of scarps formed 

in unconsolidated alluvium is a function of the slope and 

curvature of the scarp, scarp height, ambient surface slope, 

undel:lying materials, and climate (Nash, 1980, 1984; Hanks nd 

othan:;, 1984). accurately modeling these parameters, the age 

of a single-rupture-event scarp can theoretically be deduced from 

lts present morphology. 

Thirteen topogr ie scarp profiles were collected along the 

Sand Tank fault and ana using an empirical model of scarp 

degradation based on the diffusion e ion (Nash, 1980). Rates 

of scarp de tion derived for other areas in the Basin and 

we e applied to the Sand Tank scarp data, and the resulting 

calculations suggest the age of the fault scarp i appro imately 
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9 - 14 ka. Given the number of variables involved in assuming 

SCi'll:p de tion rate for this tudy area, it seems warranted to 

acce a probable age range of approximately 8 ~ 20 ka for the 

Sand Tank fault scarp. 

Diffusion equation 

De ion of a scarp formed in unconsolidated alluvium can 

be modf~ led as diffusion~ process (Nash, 1980; 1984; Hanks 

and others, 1984), whereby the rate of change in elevation at a 

point (y) with time (t) can be expressed in the basic form: 

c ( 1 ) 
dt 

where d X2 i the curvature of the slope at that point, and c 

is a constant rate coefficient of degradation (Nash 1980). The 

SLOPEAGE computer program (Nash, 1984) uses maximum scarp f510pe 

and scarp offset to derive values of tc (scarp age diffusivi 

coefficient) for each profile. Dividing tc by an assumed 

diffusivi e Ids an E;st imate of scarp age. 

Critical assumptions that must be met in order for the diffusion 

quation to apply are: 1) the scarp initi lly formed at the angle 

of repose, or if steeper than this, quickly to the angl 

of repose; 2) the scarp de by processes that are 

proportional to carp slope; 3) the diffusivi coeffici nt can 

be calibrated from carps of known age and 4) the fault carp 
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formed in a single surface rupture event. 

Diffm,ivi coefficient 

The ~ate 0 scarp de ion is in la~ge pa~t a function of 

climate and mate ial prope ties of the scarp alluvium. Using 

r lict pluvial shorelines of latest Pleistocene lakes Bonneville 

and Lahontan for calibration, Hanks and others (1984) found a 

constant diffusivi coefficient c = 1.1 X 10-3 to be 

generally applicable throughout the Great Basin. 

Pierce and Colman (1986) f5hm'led that the ~ate of sc~arp 

de tion also depends on initial scarp height. Larger scarps 

~elative].y mo~e ~apid and thus have older 

apparent ages (tc), than do smalle~ scarps. They found that the 

use of a diffusivi coefficient which depends upon scarp offset 

can decrease the scatter of scarp age estimates. Subsequent 

studies of fault and shoreline sca~ps in cent~al Nevada (Demsey, 

1987; Pear three and others, 1988) show a similar dependence of 

apparent scarp age on scarp height, and further suggest that the 

actual numerical relationship can locally vary substantially. 

'I'here is no i ndent chronological data available with 

which to derive a local diffusivity coefficient for the Sand Tank 

piedmont. The diffusivity coefficients used in this study are 

therefore obtained from other studies in the western U.S. A 

number of factors potential affecting the local rate of scarp 

de tion have had an unknown cumulative eff ct on the present 

mo phology of t:he Sand 'rank sea:rps. Such factor may include thEe: 
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degr e of induration of the alluvium before the scarp formed, the 

initial slope of the scarp (i.e., simple VB complex r ur) and 

the hot, arid climate in which rainfall occcurs prirnarily durinq 

short intense storm events. The Sand Tank fault scarp profiles 

all e ibit less than 2 m of offset, which would probably result 

in overly young apparent ages for the carps if height-dependent 

diffusivi coefficients were not applied (Pierce and Colman, 

1986 Demsey, 19B7). The difference between the assumed VB the 

actual local rate of scarp de tion represents an unknown 

factor of error in the morphologic age ana is. 

Morphologic age estimates fo the Sand 'rank fault scarp 

The apparent age (te) solutions to the diffusion equation 

obtained from the SLOPEAGE program and the corresponding surface 

offsets for the Sand Tank fault scarp profil 5 are shown in table 

5. A series of age estimates for each profile and the 

co responding statistical means and s ndard devi tions for the 

calcuated scarp ages are also listed in table 5. The various 

diffusivity rate constants or equations used here, as defined in 

table 5, are derived from studies in central Nevada. 

The resulting age estimates shown in table 5 reflect the 

large degree of scatter in the morphologic ages of the Sand Tank 

faul t scarp data set. 'I'he ag(;~ estimates obtained us ing a 

constant degradation rate coefficient (c) art::: approximately the 

same as the correspond ing apparent age. 'I'l1E~se g(~ est lmat€:!s 

range f om 1.2 ka to 11.1 ka with a mean value of -4 ka. Due to 



the very low scarp offsets, however, these age estimates are 

almost certainly too young, 'ro account for the small searps, \lTe 

nal scarp ages using degradation rate coefficients CL and 

which depend upon scarp offset. Results obtained using these 

height-dependent rate coefficients provide estimated scarp a(:Jes 

rom 3.4 ka to 25.6 ka, with mean values of 13.7 ka (using CL) 

9.4 k (using c). The conclusions drawn independently from 

local geomorphic surface age relationships support our contention 

that these two rate coefficients (CL and c.) do indeed yield more 

r:easonable estimates (on the average) of: scarp age than does the 

constant rate coefficient (c) for this particular data set. 

Using the height-dependent ion rate coefficients, 

the range of estimates for the age of the Sand Tank fault scarp 

derived from this ana is is from about 3 to 26 ka, with mean 

values between "'9 ~ 14 ka. This range of mean age estimates is 

conais nt with the geomorphic surface-age criteria which suggest 

that the upture event predates the :Eonnation of early Holocene 

surfaces. Given the scatter in the data, and the uncertainties 

and assumptions involved in the scarp morphologic age analysis, 

an estimated range of about 8 <~ 20 ka for the actual scarp age is 

probably adequately conservative. 

PALEOSEISMICITY 

irieal relationships betwe n fault-'r e parameters 



such as rupture length and displacement, nd eat"thquake 

magnitudes for historical faulting events provide the basis for 

estimating paleoearthquake magnitudes from existing fault scarps. 

Two such relationships applied to the Sand Tank fault sugge t 

that the most recent r ur event:: was associated \",i th an 

e2U: e of between "'M 6.2 (minimum) and ~M 6.6 (maximum), 

depending on the assumptions made concerninq surface rupture 

1 ngth and displacement. 

F'aul t length 

The unusual hart xtent of the apparent surface 

displacement on the Sand Tank fault may indeed represent the 

major zone of displacement on the fault; 01: may be due in part to 

burial younger alluvium and (or) to poor preservation of the 

scarp on more easi eroded parent material. Inspection of air 

photos did reveal the presence of subtl lineations across the 

piedmont areas to the north and south of the obvious scarp, which 

are generally on trend with the faulting. The lineations (das 

and dotted lines on fig. 3) were detected on black-and ite 

l:l25,OOO-scale and natural-color l:24,OOO-scale air photos, and 

in a few place the features were observed during aerial 

reconnaissance. Ground checking revealed no clear evidence for 

surface displacement:. 

The uncertai about r e length requires us to make 

assumptions regarding minimum and maximum lengths of faulting in 

order to determine a realistic range of nt ia 1 (~art e 
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magnitudes associated with the rupture event on this fault. The 

minimum length of surface r e is here taken as the -3.5 km 

extent of the most prominent surface r ure (solid barbed line 

on figs. 1 and 3), as determined from ground reconnaissance and 

ir photo inspection. A maximum value for surface faulting 

length of -30 km represents the extent of subtle surface 

lineations which, on the basis of position and orientation, could 

plausibly be related to faulting. 

Surface displacement 

'l'he rna imum vertical slH:°face disp nt on the Sand Tank 

fault was evaluated in part on the basis of the measured 

stratigr ie displacement of up to 1.7 m E!xposed in the trenches 

across the scarp. Additionally, because the zone of deformation 

on a normal fault commonly extends beyond the immediate location 

of the scarp, net surface displacement was measured along two 

-700 m transects across the scarp near trench B, where the 

original surface is preserved both above and below the scarp. By 

calculating the residual in vertical position not 

accomodated by the ambient surface gradient of -10, the net 

tectonic offset across the fault zone appears to be -2 m. On the 

ba is of thes measurements, the value of 2 m serves as the 

estimated maximum vertical displacement on the fault. 

Average surface displacement along the entire length of the 

scarp is estimated to be -1.1 m for the mi.nimum 3.5 km 

Ie h, assuming that surface displacement decrea es r gularly 
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from the ma imum 2 m in the central portion to 0 m at the ends. 

For the ma lmum estimated length of: surface rupture, <the 

carr sponding average surface displacement is a significantly 

lOvler 0.6 m. Thi~1 estimate is made based on qualitative evidence 

that the total average surface displacement for potential zones 

of e the main 3. 5 km~lt)ng scarp is probably not more 

than 0.5 m. 

No hOIlzontal compom;nt of displacement was detectE}d. The 

distinctly curvilinear trend of the scarp is in fact not 

suggestive of signlficant strike-slip motion. 

Paleoearthquak magnitud 

Proposed correlations between historic fault rupture length, 

dlsplacement, and associated earthquake magnitude form the basis 

for paleoseismic ana is of the Sand Tank fault. A regression 

f surface-wave magnitude (Ms) against the logarithm of fault 

length (log L) for a set of historic surface-r e events in 

western North America (Bonilla and others, 1984) yields the 

following empirical relationship: 

Ms - 1.237 (log L) + 5.17 ( 2 ) 
(r:2 '" 0.70) 

lying this equation to the Sand Tank fault yields estimates of 

Ms 5.8 for the minimum 3.5 km fault, and Ms 7.0 for the 

assumed maximum 30 km Ie h of surface r ur (table 6). 

II ' t· f< 
< ls-oric sur~ace r ing in normal f:aulting E~vents is gene 1 
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accompanied by M > 6.0 earthquakes (Bonilla nd others, 1984); 

thu5 the minimum of M 5.8 calculated here seems to underestimate 

realistic coseismic rupture. Similarly, lila imum estimate of N 

7.0 5 ems rather too large for a r e with a displacement no 

greater than 2 m, and which for the greater part has a 

di placement of 0.5 m. 

A second measure of ear 

sei mic moment (Mo) of an eart 

e magnitude 1S derived from the 

e, given 

t-10 ~ uDA ( 3 ) 

where u = the shear modulus (-3 x 10 11 dyne/cm2), D average 

displacement and A faul t~plane area. 'I'he momEcmt magnitude 

(Mw) of an earthquake, then, is defined the equation: 

Mw - (log Mo/l.S) - 10.1 ( '.I ) 

(Hanks and Kanamori, 1979). This relationship represents a more 

refined estimate of probable paleoearthquake magnitude because it 

depends in part on the average displacement as well as rupture 

Ie 

Assuming a fault plane dip of 55° and a faulting depth of 15 

km, by analogy with historic large earthquakes of the Basin and 

province (Okaya and Thompson, 1985), the equation for 

moment magnitude can be pplied to the Sand Tank fault zone to 

estimate paleoearthquake magnitude (table 6). The calculations 
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suggest a minimum magnitude of Mw 6.2 (fault Ie h 3,5 km, and 

rage displacement 1.1 m), and a maximum of Mw 6.6 ( It 

1 ngth 30 km, and average displacement 0.6 m). In contrast to 

the paleomagni tude estimal:es based only on rupture Ie h, the 

minimum and maximum estimates given by the moment magnitude 

E'~quation differ less, because the lesser average displacement 

for the rna irnum fault length is taken into account. '1'he best 

estimate of paleo(~arthqual{e magnitude for th€;; fault is thus 

pproximately M 6.2 - 6.6. 

SUMMI"RY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The various components of this tectonic geomorphic study 

together offer a coherent picture of the history of late 

rnary surface rupture along the Sand Tank fault. The 

results increase our potential for evaluating the seismic hazard 

s50ciated with this feature. 

Timing of most recent rupture 

Evidence for timing of last movement is provided by the 

geomorphic surface-age criteria, fault scarp morphologic 

analysis, and str.atigr Ic interpretation. From the estimated 

ages of faulted and unfaulted surfaces, the timing of last 

sur rupture is bracketed between -8 and 70 - 200 ka. Based 

on the stratigraphic relationships and r lative soil development 
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between a faulted, buried paleosol, the overlying deposits and 

corresponding surface soil, and the unburied faulted counterpart 

to the paleosol on the surface directly above the scarp, the 

lower limiting age for faulting seems to provide a ti 

constraint on r ure t:iming. 

The conclusions drawn from the soil and strati ic 

studies are inforced the fault scarp morphologic age 

ana lS, ent-age (tc) values for the scarp profiles were 

obtained from solutions to the diffusion equation. Sever I 

different rate coefficients for scarp de ion were evaluated; 

the resulting morphologic scarp age, -8 - 12 ka, represents the 

mean age values calculated using those rate coefficients which 

minimize the standard deviations of the age estimates. 

Uncertainties about the actual local rate of scarp de ion 

imply that a conservative estimate of probable scarp age is -8 -

20 ka. 

Estimated recurrence interval 

The lack of evidence for any earlie faulting events on the 

Sand Tank fault eludes a determination of time elapsed betw(~en 

actual surface rupturing events. However, a recurrence 

interval is provided by the estimated age of the oldest faulted 

surface in the ar The faulted surface 01 (fig. 3), which is 

~70 ~ 200 ka l indicates that surface r uring has occurred only 

once in at least the past approximately 70,000 years. One event, 

which occurred ~8 - 20 ka, taken over the t i rna b':! d q e 0 f 
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su:r"face Ql, yields a range for the':! mirlJJ1!!1Lm recurrence interval 0 

50,000 ~ 200 , 000 years between events. If the most recent 

surface rupture occurred since - 20 ka (probably a reasonably 

conservative estimate), then probabili of another event 

within the next 1000 years is quite low. 

Independent suggestion of very low local uplift rates and 

long recurrence intervals exists in the form of the highly 

eroded mountain front of the Sand Tank range. Excluding 

the presence of the piedmont fault scarp in late ternary 

alluvium, the mountain-front morphology is characteristic of 

tectonic mountain fronts thought to be "inactive 'l for IDS years 

(Bull, 1984). Furthermore, ecurrent movements on the Sand Tank 

fault would have uplifted older piedmont alluvial surfaces, 

preserving them from burial by younger depositon. There is no 

evidence that this has occurred. 

Average recurrence intervals for other late Quaternary 

faults in southeastern Arizona and northern Sonora, Mexico, are 

ieally on the order of 10~ years (Pearthree and others, 1983). 

For the Algodones fault in southwesternmost Arizona, associated 

with the San Andreas transform system, the recurrence interval is 

between 10 - 10 years (Bull, 1974). Long recurrence intervals 

and low rates of displacement are apparently characteristic of 

this southern portion of the Basin and Range prOVince, which 

indicates that the estimated minimum recurrence interval of 

50,000 - 200,000 years for the Sand Tank fault is reasonable and 

probi:clb quite onservative for risk analysis purposes. 
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Pal oearthquake magnitude and potential seismicl 

Fault geometric parameters suggest that paleoeart e 

magnitude associated with the most recent r ure event on the 

Sand Tank fault falls between -M 6.2 (for a minimum 3.5 km fault 

length) and N~! 6.6 (for an ass umed ma imurn 30 km fault Ie h) . 

'I'hese stirnates indicate the r'ange of probable seismici that 

would be generated any future surface rupture on this fault. 

Seismic hazard associated with the Sand Tank fault 

Considering e isting evidence for timing of the most recent 

surface rupture, minimum recurrence interval, and long-term 

average rates of displacement and regional tectonic setting, it 

appears hi ly unlikely that a future surface-rupture event on 

th(= Sand Tank fault would occur within the time span of the 

proposed SSC project. The best estimate for the age of last 

fault ru ure is -8 - 20 ka. Local surface-age constraints 

indicate that at least 50,000 - 200,000 years elapsed between the 

most recent faulting event and any previous events, while 

regional recurrence i rvals and adjacent mountain front 

morphology suggest expected recurrence intervals on the order of 

lOB 10· years. The average rate of faulting recurrence 

therefore suggests the probabili of a surface-rupture event 

occurring on the Sand Tank fault within at least the next several 

thousand ye r is miniscule. 
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Table 1. Generalized chronosequences of alluv! 1 geomorphic 
surfaces from the lower Colorado River valley, Arizona 
(Bull, in press) and Las Cruces, New Mexico (Gile 
others, 1981). 

I I 
I 
I 

Lr. Colorado River I Las Cruces 

Holocem3 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

est. age 
(ka) 

o -- 2 

2 - 4 

4 - 8 

geomorphic 
surface 

04 

Q3c 

Q3b 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

est. age 
(ka) 

0.1 - 7 

8 ~ 12 Q3a I 8 ~ 15 
~~~. 10 lea ~ I --.------------- -------1-- - --------

Pleistocene 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

12 ~. 70 

70 -- 200 

I 400 ~ 730 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

> 1200 

Q2c 

Q2b 

Q2a 

I 
I 
I 25.,- 75 
I 
I 
I 150 - 250 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

250 - 400 

I 400 - 1500 
I 
r 
I 
I 

geomorphic 
surface 

Fillmore 

Leasburg 

Picacho 

Tortugas 

Jornada I 

La Mesa 



Table 2. Climate data for areas of Sand 'rank piedmont, lower Colorado 
River, and Val Border surface chronos nces. 

area 
(surfaces) 

I 
I 
I 
I'~~ 

I 
MAP I 

(dom. stm. I 
) I 

I 
MA'l' I 

I 
I 

Gila Bend, AZ :II 

(Sand Tank) 

15.1 cm 
(summer) 

22.5"'" C 

Yuma, AZ :I. 

(1. Colorado) 

9.5 em 
(winter ummer) 

21""" C 

1. Sellers and Hill, 1974 
2. Gi1e and others, 1981 

Las Cruces, NM 
(Valley border) 

16.0 cm 
(summer) 

15.6"'" C 



Table 3. Profile Development Index values (af r Harden, 1982) 
and estimated ages for soils in the Sand 'l'ank piedmont, 
lower Colorado River (Bull, in press), and Las Cruces 
(Gile and Grossman, 1979; Gile and others, 1981) 
chronosequences. 

surface 
age (ka) 

(Ll 7 

4 - 8 

lr. Colo:r:ado 
R" AZ 

1. 85 

Las Cruces, 
N.H. average 

Sand Tank 
piedmont 

0.57 
4.36 

10.76 

----- -- I - ------

5.23 

I 
I 
I 
I 

- - ~. - ~·I~~ ~ 

1. 85 
I 
I 
I 

3.11 
(ST4) 

--------------- ------- ------ ------- ------- 1- ---------
1 

8 - 15 6.22 6.22 I 7.16 
I (8'1'3) 

---- - ----------------- ------- ------ - ---I-----------

12 - 75 

70 ~ 200 

10.35 
11.60 

12.61 

7.19 
10.62 
19.47 

11.85 

12.61 

I 
I 
I 

~~I-

I 
I 
I 
I 

21. 66 
(ST2) 

25.93 
(ST1) 

--------- ----- - - - ----------- ----------- 1-- - -----
I 

250 - 400 56.68 56.68 I 
I 

--- --------- ------ ---------------1----------
I 

400 - 1500 47.04 47.04 I 
I 



Tabl 4. Characteristic of carbonate horizons and desert 

~stiraat~d 

surface 
age (ka) 

0-2 

for the lower Colorado River surface/soil 
chronosequence of Bull (in I and inferred 
correspondence of Sand Tank pied~ont soils and surfacls. 

carbonate Morphology 

I char.jchristic 
I, Colorado 
surfaces 

~Qljiv, 

Sand TanK I 
5Ijrfa(~s ! 

paveleni developlentl 
dhsection 

dl<lradHistic 
I. Colorado 

surfaces 

~quiv, 

Salld Tank 
surfa(~s 

------------1---------------,------------1------------------.-------------

2 - 4 
I 
! I bouldery bar-and-, 

I sNal~ pavelents; • 
I I incipient varnish, 

------------1---------------,------------1------------------,-------------
I I horiz" Q3 ! ulldissechd, 
I ~ 14 [I thick;. I bouldery bar-and-. 93 
I clast coats ,(soil I swal! pavements;. and 
I '" O. i - 0.5 t~l. SH) I incipil!nt to 92 
r thick I light varnish 

-------------1---------------,------------1------------------.-------------
HI; . 92 I undissed~d, 

s - 12 I clast coats I bouldery bar-and-. 
I ~ 0.5 - 1 ml ,(soil I swale 
I thick ST3) I light varnish; 
I ! av, \I~ath,-ri!ld , 
I r thi ckn!!ss < .5 lUi, 

-------------1---------------.------------[------------------,-------------
I HI; I slightly diss~ct" 

12 - 70 ! horizon ~20 CI. I planar 
I thick; clast , I lod. dark varn.; • 
I (oats " 1-6 I i1V. IJi!i1th,-rind , 
I thick , tit I thickness 1-2 film • 

-------------I---------------.---(50ils---I------------------,-- til -------
I III; srt I lod, di!lmted, ' 

70 - 200 I horizon ~!OO CD and ST2)1 slooth 
clast , I av, IJi!ath.-rind 

! coats ~2-17 II. I thickn~ss ~2 
-------------1---------------,------------1------------------.-------------

I Stage [Vi 
400 730 horizon ~130 [m 

I thick 
I 

I dissected relnants 
I of onlYi. 
I av, weath.-rind • 
I thickness ~3 II • 

-------------1---------------.------------1------------------,-------------
IV-V; ridgl"-and-ravinl" • 

) 1200 I horizon )2 I • no 
I thick 



'Pi'lble 5. Morphologic age data 

offset 

ST1 0.61 1. 32 
S'l'2 0.93 6.85 
ST3 0,93 3.89 
ST4 0.83 1. 56 
ST5 0.48 2,11 
ST6 1. 36 4. 26 
S'f7 1. 58 3,29 
srI'S 0.93 3.42 
ST9 1.18 2,79 
ST10 1. 48 12.18 
STll 0,88 2.18 
ST12 1. 44 4.91 
S'r13 1. 43 7.97 

mean 
standard deviation 
t. dev. as 
% of mean 

c "" 1.1 x 0.001 

CL = -1.03 + (3.98H x 0.0001) 

c. = 3.03 + (1.35H x 0.0001) 

for the Sand 'fank fault scarp. 

1200 9443 3425 
6227 25642 15984 
3536 14562 9077 
1418 6862 3759 
1918 23966 5737 
3873 9720 8755 
2991 6257 6372 
3109 12802 7980 
2536 7610 6035 

11073 25060 24224 
1982 8817 5168 
4464 10444 9871 
7245 17098 16067 

--~--= =c_~==~ .. ==~~ 

3967 13714 9420 
2672 7058 5984 

67% 51"<, 64% 

(Hanks and others, 1984) 

(derived from morphologic 
analysis of latest Pleistocene 
pluvial Lake Lahontan 
shoreline scarps; p, 
Pearthree, unpublished data) 

(derived from morphologic 
ana is of latest Pleistocene 
pluvial Lake Bonneville 
shoreline scarps; Pierce and 
Colman, 1986) 



Table 6. Estimates of prehistoric earthquake magnitude for the 
most recent faulting event on the Sand Tank fault. 

minimum 
(L ~, 3.5 km 

D :;:; 1. 1 m) 

maximum 
(L '" 30 km 
D 0.6 m) 

Ms 

5.8 

7.0 

1. Ms ~ 1.237(10g L) + 5.17 

2. Mw - (log Mo/l.5) - 10.7 

Mltl 

6.2 

6.6 

(Bonilla and others, 1984) 

(Hanks and Kanamori, 1979) 

L = fault rupture length 
D - average displacement 
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